


ABSTRACT

• Didactic games are educational games 

• It can be used as a learning method for all ages 

• It can be an individual game or a group game

• Play has been present in humans and animals for a lifetime

• Humans lose the ability and desire to play very quickly, animals play much longer

• Many different games a single student can invent quickly 

• Before spreading knowledge to students - they are more calm and easier to follow



WHAT ARE DIDACTIC GAMES FOR



~ CONFIDENCE

Confidence in others and in ourselves gives us a reassuring sense that we can and 

are not alone, but we are part of a community that helps one another.

Probably the most famous exercise we've probably all done with friends is to fall back 

with your eyes closed and trust in your fellow man to truly catch you.



~ CHASING TIME

Number: one person at a time

Purpose: To get a sense of space, time and speed.



~ BLIND POLYGON

Purpose: to provide clear instructions, to listen, to feel the space 

and movement of your body and to be confident.



~ COMMUNITY AWARENESS GROUPS



~ STEPS

Purpose: To realize the value of silence. Maintain self-control and self-awareness.



~ STATUES

Purpose: Getting to know different communication patterns, learning about your own 

defensive postures and how to communicate with people. Students will be aware 

of different physical feelings triggered by different emotions, moods (in the case 

of an attack on self-esteem).



~ CREATIVITY



~ PANTOMIMES

We divide the students into doubles, threes, or individually. The leader writes topics 

on the sheets (if the game is played older, the topics should be more demanding 

and presentation is more difficult), such as. hunger, pollution, infectious diseases, 

friendship, sadness… The topic leader distributes the sheets to the students and 

gives them some time to think about how to present the topic without a word. 

Then, in a pantomime, they introduce the topic to the rest, and they try to figure 

out what it's all about.



~ MEMORY

We select two random students who leave the room for 3 or more minutes, while the 

others are split up into pairs and make a short choreography together. When all 

the couples have their own choreography, they are scattered across the room 

where the selected students enter. The game is played as a memory, the chosen 

student calls two names, these two people dance their choreography, if the 

choreography is the same, it means that the couple and the student get a point, if 

not, the luck of the search can be tested by the next student.



CONCLUSION

• As a sport teacher, I have heard many times that I will be much better prepared 

for my children if I give them substance through play, games can also be just 

verbal, except that it is something other than basic knowledge transfer.

• I know that I also prefer to follow the lesson if it involves any activity other than 

just transcribing from the board. 


